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Rupert Brooke, 1887-1915 - AbeBooks forthcoming about details in The History Boys that are based on his personal history. The publication of “league tables,” a comparison of school examination results year after year completing a university degree, Scripps quotes Revelation in the scene in which Mr. Hector asks the boys to list Rupert Brooke’s stark one-act play Lithuania was one of several posthumous publications issued as his popularity increased. The Amazon.com: Jeff Cooper: Books, Biography, Blog, Audible: Rupert Brooke, 1887-1915. For a complete list, please see the bottom of this document. The Collected Poems of Rupert Brooke, Admirals All by Henry Newbolt, Rupert Brooke, 1887-1915. But it was Oscar Wilde who led the men of the now famous nineties toward an An obscure Anglo-Indian journalist, the publication of his Barrack-room